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For over half a century, cold dark matter has been a key ingre-
dient in our understanding of galaxy formation1,2. In the 
low-mass regime, the standard cold dark matter paradigm3 

predicts that galaxies should be more dark-matter dominated4. This 
is supported by observations in the nearby Universe5. For this rea-
son, the detection of DF2 and DF4, two low-mass galaxies devoid 
of dark matter, was not anticipated6,7. This intriguing discovery 
immediately sparked several searches for numerical analogues in 
cosmological simulations8–18, with limited success. Indeed, although 
idealised numerical experiments19–23 had hinted at the possibility 
of the existence of such analogues within the standard model, no 
cosmological simulation had successfully generated numerical gal-
axies whose internal properties (stellar masses, velocity dispersions 
and morphologies) simultaneously matched those of their observed 
counterparts. Unsurprisingly, the absence of dark-matter-deficient 
low-mass galaxies in some of the earlier cosmological simulations also 
raised doubts about the validity of the standard paradigm itself8,22—
although these studies did not conduct an exhaustive comparison 
with previous works (Supplementary Information). In this Article 
we demonstrate that a novel cosmological hydrodynamical simula-
tion (which presupposes this paradigm) naturally creates adequate 
numerical versions of the observed dark-matter-deficient galaxies. 
This simulation utilised the Feedback In Realistic Environments 

(FIRE-2) physics model24, which successfully reproduces an array 
of galaxy properties25 and is state of the art in its ability to resolve 
the internal structure of individual galaxies within a large cosmo-
logical environment (see Methods for details). By direct comparison 
with observations, we confirm that one of our simulated galaxies 
resembles DF2 and DF4 in arresting ways. This finding alleviates 
the aforementioned concerns, and mitigates the exigency for alter-
native explanations invoking new (non-standard) physics, such as 
self-interacting dark matter22 and modified gravity8,26–30.

We identified seven galaxies lacking dark matter within a volume 
of 104 Mpc3. Figure 1 shows present-time images of the environ-
ments around these simulated dark-matter-deficient galaxies (white 
circles), which we name in honour of the seven Cherokee clans: Bird, 
Blue, Deer, Long Hair, Paint, Wild Potato and Wolf. The top-left 
panels show mock Hubble Space Telescope composite u/g/r stellar 
images (down to 28.9 mag arcsec−2, corresponding to 105 L⊙ kpc−2, 
where L⊙ is the luminosity of the Sun) and the bottom-left pan-
els display corresponding dark-matter-mass surface density maps 
(down to 105M⊙ kpc−2, where M⊙ is the mass of the Sun). The clear 
presence of these galaxies in the stellar images and absence in the 
dark matter maps is remarkable. To illustrate, the right-hand panels 
display two special cases: Bird and Long Hair, the members with the 
most and least active interaction histories in our set of seven.
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At the present time (redshift z = 0), Bird, Blue and Deer inhabit 
the same galaxy group (virial mass Mvir = 1.8 × 1013 M⊙) and are at 
80 kpc, 66 kpc and 174 kpc away from its centre, respectively. Long 
Hair also lives in a group (Mvir = 1.4 × 1013 M⊙) and has the largest  
halocentric distance (484 kpc) amongst the seven. Paint, Wild 
Potato and Wolf exist in haloes slightly more massive than that of 
the Milky Way (Mvir = 3.6, 2.5 and 3.3 × 1012 M⊙) and have halo-
centric distances of 72 kpc, 57 kpc and 36 kpc. The two observed 
galaxies lacking dark matter, DF2 (ref. 6) and DF4 (ref. 7) are at 

close projected separations (80 kpc and 165 kpc, which set a lower 
limit to the 3D separations) from NGC 105231,32 (stellar mass 
M⋆ = 1.05 × 1011 M⊙; ref. 33). Following ref. 34, we estimate that 
NGC 1052 has Mvir = 6.2+25.8

−4.2 × 1012M⊙ at 90% confidence, which 
is consistent with the Mvir of our hosts. Although halocentric separa-
tions vary with time, their present-day values can provide informa-
tion about their current membership status as satellites (see below).

Figure 2 shows dark matter mass (Mdm) versus M⋆. Hereafter, we 
report quantities within r⋆50, the radius containing 50% of the stellar 
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Fig. 1 | Galaxies lacking dark matter. Top left: mock stellar Hubble Space Telescope u/g/r composite images of the environments around our seven 
dark-matter-deficient galaxies at the present time (z = 0) with a cut-off of 28.9 mag arcsec−2 (corresponding to 105 L⊙ kpc−2). Bottom left: dark-matter-mass 
surface density maps (down to 105M⊙ kpc−2). The satellites are clearly visible in the stellar images but not in the dark matter maps. Right: magnified mock 
stellar images (top) and masses inside the subhalo radius versus time (t, bottom) of Bird (top) and Long Hair (bottom). The red circles indicate the radii 
containing 50 and 80% of the stellar mass, and the blue circle refers to the effective radius in the g-band. The grey vertical lines mark pericentric passages, 
red vertical lines mark the closest pericentric passage.
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mass, to compare directly with observations35 (red arrows with error 
bars). We note, however, that our seven galaxies are also dark-matter 
deficient out to larger galactocentric radii (Supplementary Table 2 
and Supplementary Fig. 9). The diagonal lines represent constant 
dark-matter-to-stellar mass ratios. We selected our sample of seven 
dark-matter-deficient galaxies (yellow hexagons) by requiring 
Mdm < M⋆ (light yellow region below the 1:1 line). Wolf ’s stellar mass 
is consistent with both DF2 and DF4. We did not include galaxies  
with M⋆ < Mdm < Mbaryon, where Mbaryon is the baryonic mass, in this 
sample. These are probably simulated analogues of the recently 
discovered baryon-rich galaxies36–38, which we plan to study sepa-
rately. (We also discarded one object, the triangle in close proximity 
to Deer, because it is participating in an ongoing gas-rich merger, 
unlike DF2 and DF4.)

Figure 3 shows the one-dimensional (1D) line-of-sight velocity 
dispersion (σ1D

⋆
) versus the galactic size (r⋆50). For observations of 

DF2 and DF4, we used deprojected measurements39 from ref. 35 and 
ref. 7, respectively. For comparison, we also included simulated galax-
ies with M⋆ = 108–9 M⊙ (within r⋆50), in line with our sample of seven. 
We note that although this stellar-mass regime contains DF2 and 
DF4, it is ‘too generous’. Specifically, only galaxies with M⋆ (within 
r⋆50) close to 108 M⊙ may qualify as realistic numerical analogues 
of DF2 and DF4 (the rest should thus be regarded as slightly more 
massive predictions). To guide the eye, the dashed diagonal lines 
track fixed dynamical masses within r⋆50 according to an analytic 
mass estimator39. To quantify the morphology of our seven galaxies, 
we also performed Sérsic40 profile fittings in the g-band. We mea-
sured effective 2D radii (R2D

e ), which are in line with our r⋆50 values 
after deprojection (Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3 and Supplementary 
Table 1). With this procedure, we also obtained Sérsic indices  
(nSérsic), which range from 0.60–0.77, in excellent agreement with 
observations (nSérsic = 0.60 and 0.79 for DF2 and DF4, respectively). 

Our results thus far suggest that Wolf is the only dark-matter-deficient 
galaxy in the cosmological simulation literature that simultaneously 
matches observations on the following fronts: stellar mass (within 
r⋆50), σ1D

⋆
, size and morphology (Wild Potato has σ1D

⋆
= 7.0 km s−1 

along one of the three orthogonal directions we report, but is has 
marginally higher stellar mass than DF2 and DF4; Supplementary 
Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table 1).

Previous cosmological simulations have not been able to 
match the aforementioned internal properties of the two observed 
dark-matter-deficient galaxies. The most promising object in ref. 17 
has ~66% more mass in dark matter relative to stars, whereas the 
stellar mass and σ1D

⋆
 in the simulations reported by ref. 10 exceed 

observational measurements by more than 1 s.d. See Supplementary 
Fig. 9 for a direct comparison with those two works. Furthermore, 
other cosmological simulations have been unable to produce 
low-mass galaxies with dark-matter mass fractions as low as ours: 
three members of our sample have dark-matter mass fractions 
below 10% and one has only 1% of its mass in dark matter—render-
ing them almost dark-matter-free galaxies. One possible explana-
tion is that our simulation has the distinct advantage of being able 
to model the small-scale (~20 pc) interstellar medium and the high 
densities (>300 cm−3) of star-forming gas of individual galaxies 
within a cosmological region (~20 Mpc on a side) large enough  
to contain several massive groups of galaxies. See Supplementary 
Fig. 9 and the associated text for a detailed comparison with results 
from other groups.

Below we show that close encounters are responsible for the 
creation of dark-matter-deficient galaxies in our simulation. 
Observationally, it is challenging to infer whether a galaxy has expe-
rienced close interactions in its history. For instance, Bird exhibits 
‘S-shaped’ low-surface-brightness tails, whereas Long Hair seems to 
be undisturbed (see magnified examples on the right-hand side of 
Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 5 for a more detailed analysis of Long 
Hair). However, our simulation reveals that close encounters with a 
massive neighbour are responsible for dark-matter deficiency in all 
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of our seven galaxies. They all started out more massive, gas rich and 
with fairly typical stellar-to-dark-matter mass ratios for galaxies of 
their mass, but subsequently experienced multiple close interactions 
with their host galaxies (see the mass-evolution insets in Fig. 1 and 
Supplementary Fig. 7). With the exception of Deer, these galaxies  
lost all of their gas during this process, in agreement with DF241. 
These satellites also lost between 97.9 and 99.99% of their dark matter  
mass whilst losing only 45–97% of their stellar mass (within  
the subhalo radius); see Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary 
Fig. 8 for details). We suspect that stars are more resilient, as they 
move on more circular orbits than the eccentric orbits of the dark 
matter particles. Differences in the elongation and dynamical times 
of the orbits followed by dark matter particles relative to those fol-
lowed by stars thus leave them more susceptible to tidal stripping42–45.

To quantify the role of interactions, we evaluated how close satel-
lite galaxies came to their hosts and their stellar mass ratios relative 
to those massive central companions. Figure 4 shows dmin, the mini-
mum halocentric distance ever attained by each satellite (given in 
units of Rhost

vir , the final virial radius of the host) versus M⋆/Mcentral
⋆

, 
the present-day satellite–central stellar mass ratio. For satellites, we 
continued to employ r⋆50, whereas for centrals, we switched to r⋆80, 
which better captures their spatial extent46. Our simulation suggests 
that, to become a dark-matter-deficient galaxy, a satellite must 
pierce within ~5% (below horizontal black dashed line) of the host 
virial radius (within ~6–30 kpc, depending on the host). In other 
words, the satellite must transit through the host’s stellar body. We 
also predict that their satellite–central stellar-mass ratio must be 
~0.1%. The yellow region in Fig. 4 indicates these two conditions. 
The stellar mass ratios of DF2 and DF4 relative to NGC 1052 are 
consistent with our simulation; however, no orbital information is 
available to determine dmin.

Whether or not the galaxies in our simulation formed in the 
same way as DF2 and DF4 is still unclear. Our results support a sce-
nario where DF2 and DF4 became dark-matter deficient due to past 
close encounters with NGC 1052, the only massive galaxy in their 
neighbourhood (note that our simulation allowed hosts to have 
multiple dark-matter-deficient satellites). Their projected (80 kpc 
and 165 kpc) and line-of-sight separations (2.1 ± 0.5 Mpc)31—as well 
as our estimates of the virial diameter of the NGC 1052 halo—sug-
gest that DF2 and DF4 could be satellites of the NGC 1052 group. 
Using ref. 34, we estimated this galaxy group to have a virial diameter 
of 0.7–1.7 Mpc at 90% confidence, allowing for the possibility that 
NGC 1052 could encompass both objects. This possibility increases 
if either DF2 or DF4 are a ‘backsplash’47 galaxy; that is, a galaxy on 
an extremely radial orbit that carried it beyond the virial volume  
of NGC 1052 after a close encounter (we note that our simulated 
sample includes two recent backsplash galaxies: Long Hair and 
Deer). Future efforts to determine accurate 3D separations between 
DF2 and DF4 relative to NGC 1052 will provide an important test of 
this interaction-based scenario.

Although we have successfully created a galaxy (Wolf) in  
a cosmological simulation that matches DF2 and DF4 remarkably 
well (in terms of M⋆, r⋆50, σ1D

⋆
 and nSérsic), a few issues remain. In 

addition to being dark-matter deficient, DF2 and DF4 are intrigu-
ing because they (1) inhabit the same group and (2) are extremely 
similar to each other. Namely, they resemble each other in terms of 
stellar mass, size, (extremely low) velocity dispersion, Sérsic index, 
colour and the presence of anomalous globular cluster populations48. 
Our cosmological simulation has insufficient resolution to explore  
the globular cluster problem, but zoom-in simulations with our 
model could address this49,50. However, we were able to measure  
stellar population properties in our seven dark-matter-deficient  
galaxies (Supplementary Table 3). In particular, Blue and Bird have 
stellar ages of 10 and 8.7 Gyr, in line with DF26 (8.9 ± 1.5 Gyr). 
Indeed, just like DF2 and DF4, these two simulated galaxies also 
inhabit the same group (Fig. 1). However, despite having some of the 
lowest metallicities in our set of seven (〈[Fe/H]〉 = −0.61 and −0.34), 
they are not as metal poor as DF251 (〈[Fe/H]〉 = −1.35 ± 0.12). 
One possibility is that DF2 and DF4 had infall stellar masses  
similar to Blue and Bird, but sat initially on the lower envelope of 
their mass–metallicity relation. Confirming the existence of such 
objects would require a larger simulation box or multiple distinct 
realizations of this simulation (with the same physics but different 
initial conditions).

In summary, our results demonstrate that galaxies resembling 
DF2 and DF4 can arise naturally within the standard cold dark  
matter cosmological paradigm. We note that we did not expect this 
to occur a priori (that is, our simulation was not originally designed 
for this purpose). Although there certainly is still room for new 
physics beyond the standard paradigm, discriminating between 
alternative models will now rely on predicted differences between 
the expected properties of dark-matter-deficient galaxies, rather 
than their mere existence8.

To efficiently uncover more galaxies devoid of dark matter, we 
recommend that observers focus on satellites with M⋆ = 108–9 M⊙ 
near massive companions (M⋆ ≥1011 M⊙). We predict that 30% of 
such massive galaxies will have at least one dark-matter-deficient 
satellite. We also predict that only 30% of haloes with viral masses 
≥ 2× 1012 (the lower bound for NGC 1052;) will harbour such 
peculiar objects. This mass range is slightly above the virial masses 
of the Milky Way and Andromeda—which might explain why  
no analogues of DF2 and DF4 have been detected in the Local  
Group. However, we cannot exclude a situation in which a central– 
satellite pair outside this mass regime could have a sufficiently  
unorthodox orbital configuration to produce the same effect. 
Verifying how strict this regime is will require a larger volume (or more 
realisations). More generally, to truly constrain the varied processes  
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and underlying physics governing these galaxies, ambitious obser-
vational campaigns aiming to enumerate and characterise large 
samples of galaxies with unusual dark-matter properties will be 
desirable in the years ahead.

Methods
Our cosmological simulation. We ran a high-resolution cosmological simulation 
of galaxy formation with box size of 21 comoving Mpc and the following number 
of baryonic and dark matter particles: Nbaryon= 1, 0243 and Ndm= 1, 0243. Initially, 
the baryonic particle masses were mbaryon = 6.3 × 104 M⊙ for gas and star particles, 
whereas the dark matter particles had mdm = 3.3 × 105 M⊙. The force resolution 
was set at a fixed hstar = 12 pc (physical) for star particles and 80 pc for dark matter 
particles. For gas, the force resolution was set equal to the adaptive smoothing 
length down to a minimum of 1.5 pc, which occurred only in the densest regions 
of galaxies. We identified galaxies (and merger history trees) with the AMIGA 
Halo Finder (AHF52), which uses an iterative unbinding procedure to identify 
gravitationally bound objects53. This method assumes the virial-mass definition 
of ref. 54 by construction. We used yt55 to interface with the particle data. The 
cosmological parameters were set to Ωmatter = 0.3089 (matter contribution to the 
critical density), ΩΛ = 0.6911 (cosmological contribution to the critical density), 
Ωbaryon = 0.0486 (baryonic contribution to the critical density), σ8 = 0.8159 
(amplitude of the linear power spectrum at scales of 8 h-1 Mpc and h = 0.6774 
(scaled Hubble constant).

We employed the FIRE-2 model24 for baryonic physics, which includes 
radiative cooling and star formation in dense self-gravitating gas, and accounts 
for stellar feedback in the form of supernovae, stellar mass-loss and radiation 
interacting with the surrounding gas (as described therein). We followed 11 
separately tracked species: H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca and F. This model has 
been extensively validated in a number of publications analysing the properties of 
galaxies across a range of stellar masses and numerical resolutions25. In our run, 
star formation occurred only in gas denser than n = 300 cm−3. Under this condition, 
the interparticle separation in star-forming gas was ~20 pc (or less) and we were 
able to resolve giant-molecular-cloud complexes within the interstellar medium of 
individual galaxies.

Our simulated galaxy samples. In this work we focused on galaxies with at least 
100 stellar particles at z = 0. The actual number of particles per object is typically 
much larger owing to an additional contribution of gas and dark matter particles 
for each object, either at the present time or at some point in its history. To avoid 
discarding galaxies lacking dark matter, our application of AHF used all types of 
particle, not just dark matter. This came at a price: the halo finder falsely identified 
large numbers of gas clumps within galaxies as individual ‘galactic units’. To address 
this, we first discarded objects with baryon-to-total mass ratios greater than 0.5. 
This may naturally discard the very objects we sought (and keep false clumps 
below this threshold). To ameliorate this, we created surface density maps of 
every halo with substructures and visually recovered objects that might have been 
discarded erroneously by our 50% cut. The images shown in Fig. 1 belong to this 
set. We focused on manually deleting clumps embedded inside massive galaxies 
and on recovering galaxies that are either clearly disjoint from their neighbours 
or in tidal tails, to avoid rejecting tidally formed candidates56. We highlight that 
every galaxy lacking dark matter studied in this paper was recovered during this 
step. Lastly, because we were interested in the low-mass regime, we constrained our 
sample to have stellar masses under 109 M⊙ (within r⋆80, the radius containing 80% 
of the stellar mass). This produced our final parent sample, which contained 1,218 
resolved galaxies: 886 centrals and 332 satellites. See Supplementary Fig. 1 for a 
visual description of these two sets.

Our dark-matter-deficient set consisted of seven galaxies with Mdm < M⋆ that 
are not participating in a major merger (we discarded an eighth galaxy meeting  
the former condition, but not the latter). We adopted this extra condition  
because the two observed Dragonfly galaxies are not currently merging with a 
companion of similar mass. We also exclude 19 low-mass galaxies (15 centrals 
and 4 satellites) with Mdm < Mbaryon (but Mdm > M⋆) that are possibly numerical 
analogues of the recently observed baryon-rich galaxies36–38. The final set of seven 
comprised satellites with M⋆ = 108–9 M⊙; they orbit five different massive central 
galaxies with M⋆ > 1011 M⊙. In total, our simulation contained 15 massive centrals 
that host 47 satellite galaxies in the target stellar mass range (108–9 M⊙). Of these 
satellites, ~15% belong to our set of seven, which orbit ~30% of the available 
massive centrals.

The absence of dark-matter-deficient satellite galaxies at stellar masses below 
108 M⊙ could arise from the fact that, at lower masses, galaxies are born as centrals 
with very high dark matter mass fractions, such that environmental effects cannot 
act to remove dark matter without completely destroying the galaxy. The absence 
of dark-matter-deficient galaxies at lower stellar masses is probably not driven 
by a lack of resolution, because our simulation produced a large population of 
galaxies with at least 1,000 stellar particles that are less massive than Wolf (which 
has 3,280 stellar particles at z = 0 and had a factor of ~35 higher before becoming a 
satellite). For a discussion about potential numerical effects on tidal disruption, see 
Supplementary Fig. 8 and the associated text.

Galactic sizes. We calculated galactic sizes as follows. For each object, we recorded 
the distance to the nearest major companion (with a stellar mass of at least a tenth 
of that of our object of interest). If no such companion existed, we recorded the 
virial radius (for centrals) or subhalo radius (for satellites). This step was necessary 
because AHF considers substructures as part of their host. Once this region  
was identified, we calculated the stellar centre of mass. Next we redefined the 
radius of this region by subtracting the distance from the origin to this centre  
of mass. Within this region, we then calculated cumulative mass profiles (using  
200 identical linear radial bins) and extracted the radius containing 80% of  
the stellar mass within this region by linearly interpolating between the two radii 
below and above this threshold. The sizes of our seven dark-matter-deficient 
galaxies are listed in Supplementary Table 1 and displayed in Supplementary  
Figs. 2 and 3.

σ1D
⋆

. We also calculated σ1D
⋆

 within r⋆50. We performed this calculation along three 
random directions (in the frame of each galaxy), corresponding to the x, y and z 
directions in the frame of the box. We created histograms of line-of-sight velocity 
minus the average line-of-sight velocity within r⋆50. These histograms have bin 
widths of 2 km s−1 and extend from −70 to 70 km s−1. We then fitted a Gaussian 
curve and recorded its σ value. In the main text we reported the simple average of 
these three numbers. The σ1D

⋆
 values for our seven dark-matter-deficient galaxies 

are listed Supplementary Table 1 and displayed (along the aforementioned three 
directions) in Supplementary Fig. 4

Data availability
The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current study are 
available from the corresponding author on reasonable request, contingent on 
approval by the FIRE Collaboration on a case-by-case basis.

Code availability
The codes we used are available as follows: GIZMO, https://bitbucket.org/
phopkins/gizmo-public/src/master; yt, https://yt-project.org; AHF, http://popia.
ft.uam.es/AHF/Download.html; FIRE Studio, https://github.com/agurvich/
FIRE_studio; WebPlotDigitizer, https://apps.automeris.io/wpd.The Python scripts 
used to create the Figs. 1–4 and Supplementary Figs. 1–9 are available from the 
corresponding author on reasonable request, contingent on approval by the FIRE 
Collaboration on a case-by-case basis.
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